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ABSTRACT

Increasing demands for outdoor recreation areas and overuse of 

many popular areas necessitates more effective land management and 

additional recreation land0 One obvious source of additional recrea

tion land is the seventeen million acres of chaparral in Arizona and 

California* At present, this land is ignored for recreation use and 

is only inefficiently used for grazing and water yield0

Questionnaire results are used in this study to evaluate how 

the activity of removing chaparral and planting grass — chaparral con

version — affects recreational potential in a chaparral area.

Results indicated that chaparral areas can be more useful for 

recreation. Chaparral areas can help fulfill the outdoor needs of the 

American people and thus aid in alleviating the overcrowding and over

use of more popular areas*



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The use of outdoor areas for recreation is, in part, deter

mined by manfs perception of the land and the value which it has in 

terms of his interests and activities* In order to determine if an

outdoor area has attraction for recreational purposes, it is neces-
\

sary to study the users and their reaction to the land *

Experimental work is being conducted on chaparral lands of the 

American Southwest (see Figure 1)* The U e S0 Forest Service is con

verting some areas from densely wooded chaparral to grass-covered land

scapes interspersed with patches of chaparral* Studies are being 

conducted which indicate that this activity benefits grazing, water 

yield, and fire-suppression* The U e Se Forest Service also publicizes 

that chaparral conversion is beneficial to recreationists* However, 

this belief is based on an assumption, as the U e S, Forest Service, has 

not studied the reactions of chaparral on land users toward conversion.

Purpose and Subject of Study 

It is the purpose of this study to (1) research and analyze the 

characteristics and interests of visitors to a converted area and com

pare. them to visitors of other outdoor areas, (2) survey and analyze 

their perception of converted land and how their interest is affected 

by visiting the area, and (3) provide suggestions for making

1
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Figure 1. Arizona and California chaparral areas
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chaparral conversion programs more responsive to the recreation needs 

of land users*

In order to provide a background for this study? a brief review 

of the literature is presented in the Introduction* Then5, in Chapter 

II, information is presented on chaparral, the conversion process, and 

experimental work with its effect on grazing, water yield, and fire- 

suppression* In Chapter III, there is a discussion concerning data 

from a questionnaire survey of visitors to a converted area* The char

acteristics and interests of. the visitors are compared with their per

ception of chaparral conversion* To conclude the study, information on 

chaparral conversion and its effects is summarized in Chapter IV* New 

information resulting from the survey is included, and suggestions are 

presented for making the conversion program beneficial in relation to 

the recreational needs of the public*

Significance of Study 

An increasing population, having more leisure time in an afflu

ent society, is creating ever heavier demands on outdoor recreation 

areas in America, A need exists for more places where it is possible 

to get away from accustomed city life and pressure* To save the most 

scenic areas of America from destruction through overuse, it is neces

sary to develop less desirable wilderness areas into more attractive 

landscapes where people can enjoy outdoor activities*

■ If visitors to converted chaparral lands perceive them to be 

valuable for their use, this can make available for recreation thou

sands of acres of wilderness land previously considered undesirable*



Utilization of such lands for outdoor recreation can help lessen the 

burden on some of the more popular9 overused scenic areas 0

Review of Literature 

There is a need9 created by increasing.demands for outdoor 

recreation areas, to better understand wilderness use and users0 Dur

ing the past decade, studies of outdoor recreation areas have utilized 

the questionnaire survey to learn more about characteristics of wilder- 

ness visitors6 Studies have been conducted in a few of the most popu

lar and heavily used wilderness areas while virtually no research has 

been conducted on recreational potential in the chaparral areas of 

Arizona and California0 '

A concern over decreasing wilderness areas is discussed by many 

authors, especially since , on the basis of our (America's) his- .

tory so far and our observations of increasing populations and the mul

tiplication of machinery » e „ no places are likely through accident to 

remain in their natural condition unmodified by man" (Callison 1967, 

ppc 161-162’) o The need to understand wilderness use, explains Stewart 

Brandborg (1963, p* 29), requires that "the potential uses of wilder

ness must be carefully considered by the land manager who serves as 

protector of the wilderness resources , * ," Merriam says, "Wilderness 

is a resource of recreational, cultural, and aesthetic value 0 « *" 

(1963, p e 111)« Along with this, he points out that "wilderness is 

often managed primarily as a recreational resource e * e without due 

regard to the abstract and intangible values" (1963, p« 133)0 This 

seems to indicate that in order to get better understanding of



.wilderness use? it is best to study the user and his interests6 Along 

the same lines, Hendee jet a_l* (1968, p 0 67) state that "to better 

understand the appeal of wilderness and the rapidly increasing use of 

these areas, resource managers must learn more about the social proc

esses underlying such use and the values to which these persons are 

oriented,"

Several important surveys using questionnaires have been con

ducted to gather information concerning wilderness users 0 This is a 

realistic approach since it provides first-hand data from those using 

the wilderness. The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission Re

port Three (The Wildland Research Center 1962) is one of the foremost 

works devoted to surveying wilderness userse Survey results describe 

both social and economic characteristics of wilderness users, The two 

strongest motivations for using wilderness were found to be "a wish to 

escape from routines of daily life and a desire to enjoy the beauties 

of nature" (The Wildland Research Center 1962, p e 151)« ' Apparently an 

urban culture is also a prime motivational factor in using wilderness 

areas, reports Hendee et: al, (1968, pe 65). As to characteristics, a 

higher than average education level and a strong interest in wilderness 

management were found among wilderness users of the Pacific Northwest 

by Catton and Hendee (1968, pp. 28-31). Merriam?s study (1963, p. 134) 

concurs with this information as he found that wilderness users are 

primarily male, having above average education and income. He also 

found, as did the ORRRC report (The Wildland Research Center 1962, pp, 

131 and 133) that wilderness users are predominantly city dwellers and



under 50 years of age0 Hendee et ale (1968, pe 65) found that visitors 

averaged six trips per year to wilderness arease

Surveys have been conducted in the most popular wilderness . 

areas, as shown in the foregoing discussion, while very little survey 

work has been done concerning recreational potential on chaparral landse 

Studies by Pase and Ingebo (1965), Courtney and Baldwin (1964), and 

Hibbert (1969) all indicate substantial increases in water yield and 

grazing allotments on converted lands0 In the Tonto National Forest 

literature, it is stated that satisfying rewards which will benefit the 

recreationist accompany chaparral conversion* However, there have been 

no studies to confirm this assumption*

Research Procedures 

To examine how chaparral conversion can affect outdoor recrea

tion and interest in using land, individuals were interviewed* Brushy 

Basin, a converted area of the Tonto National Forest located thirty

miles east of Phoenix, was used as the survey area*

A five-page questionnaire was developed for survey work (see 

Appendix A)* It was first necessary to learn why and how often people

were drawn to such an area before questioning their reaction to the

landscape and chaparral conversion*

All interviewing was conducted at a point where the road pass

ing through the basin was just within the boundary of conversion work* 

This made possible the contrasting of chaparral with the converted 

landscape for visitor reaction. All necessary explanatory statements 

were included in the questionnaire so that the same phrasing would be
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used each time0 There was no discussion of chaparral conversion goals 

or results until the questionnaire survey was completede

Seventy-"five groups were encountered during the five weekends 

of field surveying in the spring of 19690 Of these? individuals from 

fifty-six groups9 totaling two-hundred and thirty-six individuals, were 

interviewedo The person directing the group was usually interviewed 

and this was generally the driver0 Data from these interviews were then 

tabulated, and are presented by means of tables for the purpose of ana

lyzing visitor reaction*



CHAPTER II

CHAPARRAL. AND THE CONVERSION PROCESS

Chaparral conversion work has gained impetus during the past 

decade, as population pressures and a rising standard of living in

creased the need to make better use of chaparral lands0 Experimental 

research on converting chaparral is now being conducted in both Ari

zona and California,

Chaparral Characteristics and Use 

There are five million acres of dense, evergreen stands' of 

shrubby and woody chaparral vegetation covering Arizona and about 

eleven million acres in California (see Figure 2), Chaparral occurs 

in a zone where the climatic and topographic controls allow woody 

plants to survive but where conditions are not generous and limit 

woody growth,, This zone commonly occurs between 3,000-6,000 feet ele

vation in areas which typically have rough terrain and shallow soils* 

Rainfall is generally between 15-20 inches..

Species composition varies but usually consists of dense stands 

of manzanita (Arctostaphylos sp0), shrub live oak (Quercus turbinella)s 

sugar sumac (Rhus ovata), chamise (Adeno.stoma fasciculatum), and silk- 

tassel (Garrya sp,), Most of these and other chaparral species sprout 

and grow rapidly after cutting or burning* Resprouting often makes it 

difficult to control their re-establishment following chaparral re

moval*
8
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Figure 2. Typical chaparral - dense, woody, shrubs
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Most of this vegetation has never been considered valuable and 

has never been efficiently used* The most common use of chaparral is 

for grazing, which does not make effective use of the bio-mass or land 

area* The management of chaparral by the U e S0 Forest Service involves 

mainly.fire-suppression to protect structures and to maintain the brush 

cover for control of erosion* Unplanned burning of the chaparral re

sults in increased erosion, silting of lakes and reservoirs, and in

creased water loss*

The U* S0 Forest Service believes it is possible to make better 

use of chaparral lands® In Arizona, the Salt River Project is also co

operating in this work by helping to finance field work* The extensive 

chaparral lands are important to the Salt River Project's work of dis

tributing water in central Arizona*

. Through research projects in Arizona's Tonto National Forest, 

the effects of removing chaparral and replacing it with grass cover are 

being studied (see Figure 3)* This process, termed chaparral conver

sion, has been defined as "a permanent change from native chaparral to 

a new cover that is fairly stable and easily maintained" (Bentley 1967, 

p* 1)© This process has been found to greatly affect chaparral land 

characteristics in different ways, depending on topographic and 

geologic conditions©

On chaparral lands displaying conditions of slope gradient, 

subsurface geology, and accessibility, it may be feasible to increase 

both the usefulness and the economic value of chaparral lands©
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Approximately one-third of the seventeen million acres of chaparral is 

estimated to meet these conditions,

- The multiple-use policy of the Forest Service allows for this 

type of activity since its goal is the most efficient use of land while 

conserving the natural resources and beauty. Work of this nature is 

extremely important since there are so many acres of chaparral that are 

poor cover for recreational activities? grazing? water conservation? 

and fire-suppression. Therefore? a method of improvement for using 

such lands would have both economic and social significance. Many 

questions still remain concerning when chaparral should be treated and 

what results can be expected under varying conditions.

Chaparral Conversion Process 

There are five main considerations involved in converting chap- 

. arral (Bentley 1967? p, 2)% (1) evaluation of the needs and benefits

of conversion? (2) selection of the area? (3) removal of brush? (4) 

establishment of a grass cover? and (5) control or eradication of brush 

regrowth.

Conversion should be done only when the need and feasibility 

- are well established. It is necessary to carefully evaluate the poten

tial benefits which can be expected before the conversion is under

taken, This includes evaluating factors such as grazing? water yield? 

fire-suppression? and recreation.

Soil characteristics and slope are the main factors which de

termine whether an area should be converted to improve grazing? water 

yield? or both (Bentley 1967? p, 8), These factors need not be
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considered when determining whether an area should be converted for 

fire-suppressioiio Conversion will always reduce the danger from wild

fires by lowering the amount of fuel available* Consideration of con

version for recreational potential depends on the pattern of removal as 

well as soil and slope characteristics *

The method most commonly used to remove chaparral is burning* 

When the conditions become hot and dry enough9 fires are carefully set 

and controlled so that an area of chaparral can be burned off0 Bull

dozing and disking have also been used but are more expensive* Areas 

burned by wildfire can often be converted with only the expense of con

trolling brush regrowthe Conversion on steep slopes is rarely war

ranted because of expense of brush removal and difficulty in using the 

land *

After brush removals grass is sown to establish a cover to pro

tect the soil and aid in keeping the natural herbaceous cover from re

turning* Perennial grasses are preferred since they produce good 

grazing conditions and better soil stabilization* A grass mixture of 

annuals to provide quick cover and perennials for permanent forage was 

used on Brushy Basin and Three Bar watersheds (Courtney and Baldwin 

1964, p* 33)* Typical grasses used were the following:

Annuals Perennials

Balboa rye Weeping lovegrass
Annual rye . Blue panic grass
Sweet clover Arizona alfalfa

Successful conversion of chaparral to grassland requires con

trol of chaparral sprouts and seedlings that regenerate soon after
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burningc Herbicides are the least expensive and easiest way to control 

brush? and are effective if diligently applied* The most common herbi

cide applied is a mixture of 2?4“D and 2?4?5-T with water and oil which 

can quickly be applied by means of helicopters (Suhr 1967? p e 23)0 It 

is possible to spray while establishing grass cover since grass is not 

affected by this herbicide treatment0 One of the most difficult chap

arral species to control is shrub live oak (Quercus turbine11a) and 

work is being conducted to find a herbicide which is more effective 

against this plant*

Brushy Basin and Three Bar Watersheds 

There are over one million acres of chaparral land in the Tonto 

National Forest* Much of this land is suitable for conversion* Two 

watersheds? located in the Mazatzal Mountains northwest of Theodore 

Roosevelt Lake? have been used for experimental chaparral conversion 

work (see Figure 4)*

Brushy Basin is an area of 8?100 acres? the largest planned 

burning project on the Tonto* A maintenance plan was developed which 

considered the multiple-use values of wildlife? recreation? and soil 

resources of the area. A continuous herbicide treatment was conducted 

on the 3?600 acres of highest water-yielding sites*

Over a three-year period (1962-1965) about 5?000 acres were 

burned off and about eighty percent of the canopy removed (Suhr 1967? 

p* 22). The area was seeded with weeping and Lehmann lovegrass and 

four plots were laid out? each receiving different treatment in order 

to compare the effects *
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The Three Bar Watershed was selected in 1956 for a research 

program.dealing with factors influencing water yields from chaparral- 

covered landso The area covers 250 acres located eight miles northwest 

of Roosevelt Dam and is in a zone between 3,300 and 5,300 feet eleva

tion e

Four plots were instrumented with V-notch weirs and rain gauges 

before the area was burned in 19590 ' The main objectives were to meas

ure the changes in water and sediment yields that occur with vegetation 

recovery under different cultural treatments (Lillie and Davis 1961, 

p. 13).

Effect of Conversion on Grazing 

Most chaparral species on the Tonto have no forage value* Much 

of this land is capable of supporting perennial grass which is best for 

grazing (see Figure 5)e On suitable terrain, following proper manage

ment, significant increases in grazing can be realized* ”Increases in 

grazing capacity of 0,5 to 1,0 head per acre, commonly obtained from 

converting dense chaparral to grass on fair to good sites (in Califor

nia) can justify considerable cost" (Bentley 1967, p, 8),

Not enough research has been conducted to understand exactly 

how conversion might affect grazing by wildlife. However, it is be

lieved that wildlife can benefit from conversion. Direct benefits come 

from grass forage and the many miles of edge between brush and grass

land which aid wildlife movement and reduce the loss of animal life by 

wildfire*
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Figure 5. Cattle grazing in converted Brushy Basin



Effect of Conversion on Water Yield 

Conversion directly affects watershed characteristicse Water 

yield has always been an important resource in the arid region of the 

Southwest and conversion offers a possibility of increased water yield0 

Such factors as slope gradient and potential for storing and transmit

ting subsurface water must be determined to estimate how conversion of 

a watershed will affect the water yield„

Both the Three Bar and Brushy Basin watersheds have produced 

research data on water yields6 The Three Bar Watershed was divided into 

four plots: A 9 B, C9 and D c Each was instrumented to determine water-

flow and different treatment was applied to each plot (see Figure 6)0 

Prior to burning, streamflow was intermittent on all plots0 Streamflow 

started shortly after removal of chaparral and has continued without 

interruption on treated watershed C. (Pase and Ingebo 1965, p e 10) e 

Control watershed D was not treated with herbicides and waterflow de

creased to prefire levels within a few years* On watershed C, peren

nial lovegrasses were seeded after burning and herbicide treatments 

’(2,4,5-T) applied aerially each year for four years* In the fifth 

year, the remaining live shrubs were individually treated with pelleted 

fenuron (Hibbert 1969, p* 10)* These treatments successfully converted 

watershed C to grass * Water yield increased on an average of more than 

five inches per year on watershed C as a result of the treatments (Hib

bert 1969, p * 14), Probable yields from Arizona chaparral have been 

estimated to average between 0*5 and 2*0 inches in most chaparral areas 

(Glendening, Pase, and Ingebo 1961, p* 12)*
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Figure 6. Instrumentation for Watershed C - Three Bar Watershed
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Sediment yield from the grass^covered watershed C decreased- 

faster than on the control watershed D, indicating that grass cover.of

fered as good5 if not betterf protection than recovering brush (Pase 

and Ingebo 1965, p» 10)* Sediment debris increased sharply on both 

watersheds immediately after the fire, then rapidly declined to near 

prefire levels0 More sediment now moves from the watershed allowed to 

return naturally to brush (D) than from the one converted to grass (C)0 

In Brushy Basin, follow-up treatment after the burn with chemi

cal herbicides was used to maintain open grasslands in specific areas 

while other areas were allowed to grow back to brush* This patchwork 

pattern was designed to improve wildlife, grazing, and water yield po

tential while protecting or enhancing the recreational values and re

ducing the fire hazard*

A perennial flow has occurred in this watershed area for the 

first time since conversion in 1965, The total increase in flow aver

ages a 1*6-inch increase per year (Suhr 1967, p* 24)*

Effect of Conversion on Fire-suppression 

Fire is an ancient tool and its use can be traced far back in 

man’s history* Today, the ability to benefit from a primitive use of 

fire — clearing land — is seldom used * As a result, there are many , 

areas of land in need of fire-hazard reduction to prevent disastrous 

fires, improve range usage, and allow natural evolution of plant spe

cies requiring periodic burning *

In the absence of fire, undesirable vegetation often crowds out 

desirable plants essential to wildlife* Many range lands, once



' ' ' zi-
supporting an abundance of grass9 are now covered with chaparral (Hast

ings and Turner 1965)0 The proper management of chaparral conversion 

involves both removing brush and developing good grass coverc This 

process greatly reduces wildfire potential by lowering the amount and 

density of potential fuel (see Figure 7)0

It is estimated that fighting fires on Tonto chaparral land 

costs around fifteen dollars per acre and only five dollars per acre on 

grassland (Suhr 1967, p. 14)e While long-term benefits from conversion 

will result in reduced costs of fire-suppression, the main benefits may 

be obtained from the reduction of damage to structures and of after

effects from wildfires — increased erosion and water loss„ Having 

examined grazing, water yield, and fire-suppression on chaparral lands, 

the effect of conversion on recreation is now considerede
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Figure 7. Area showing contrast between chaparral and grass cover



CHAPTER III

VISITOR PERCEPTION OF A CONVERTED 
; AREA -  BRUSHY BASIN

The Brushy Basin Management Area was chosen for the survey 

since-a substantial portion of the basin, over 5,000 acres, is cleared 

of chaparral and the area is in close proximity to the Phoenix metro

politan area (see Figure 8 ). Also, since only one dirt road traverses 

the basin, it is possible to observe everyone entering the area*

Not many people visit the area, considering the population con

centration less than one hour away* During the highest-use temperate 

months, normally less than thirty groups per weekend visit the basin* 

Fifty-six individuals, members of groups totaling two-hundred and 

thirty-six people, were interviewed. This represents a segment of the 

total number of people likely to visit the basin during the course of 

a year. It also appears to represent a cross-section of visitors since 

responses were fairly uniform and supported each other*

Characteristics of Visitors 

Most of the people visiting Brushy Basin were from the Phoenix 

area and had previously visited a portion of the Tonto National Forest* 

Very few people visit the chaparral areas of the Tonto Forest, consider

ing the proximity of a populated area. The chaparral areas of Arizona 

and California are seldom used for outdoor recreation since the thick 

vegetation is not conducive to this type of activity*

23
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Figure 8. Brushy Basin Management Area
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The average number of yearly outings made by visitors to Brushy 

Basin is greater than indicated by surveys made in other areas of the 

country (see Table 1). A recent study (Hendee et^al* 19689 pe 23) in

dicates a lower occurrence of trips for wilderness-type recreation, . 

averaging 6,3 times per year as compared to 7,5 times per year in 

Brushy Basin [determined by dividing the number of visitors interviewed 

(56) into their average number of yearly visits (420)], This greater 

average can possibly be accounted for by differences in accessibility.

Table 1, Frequency of visits to Brushy Basin,

Number of Visits 
Per Year

Total No. 
Responses

Percent of 
Total

First visit 10 17

1-2 10 17

3-5 16 28

6-10 8 14

11 or more 12 24

In the more rugged and remote wilderness areas of America, trips are for 

a longer duration and made less frequently than in central Arizona 

where people make more outings but of shorter duration.

In a report to the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commis

sion (Wildland Research Center 1962, p, 131), over one-half of the out

door users interviewed in three separate areas were college graduates 

or had some college training. This is higher than indicated in Brushy
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Basin and possibly is due to a function of greater accessibility■« This 

accessibility could allow more visits by those with less education (see 

Appendix B, no. 14).

The size of groups visiting Brushy Basin is comparable with . 

outdoor groups throughout the country. An Outdoor Recreation Resources 

Review Commission survey (The Wildland Research Center 1962, p. 173) 

indicates that groups consisting of three to five members are the most 

common in eight diverse American outdoor areas. The dominance of this 

size group was slightly greater in Brushy Basin (see Table 2).

Table 2. Size of groups visiting Brushy Basin.

Number of 
Individuals

Total No, 
Responses

Percent of 
Total

1-2 . 14 25

3-5 27 48

6-10 13 23

11 or more 2 4

Most surveys indicate that groups with six or fewer members 

are most common in America’s outdoor areas. Most surveys also indi

cate a preponderance of family groups. This also occurred in Brushy 

Basin (see Table 3).

Family groups with three to five members is the most common 

category of visitors to Brushy Basin. The ages of visitors reflect 

this family relationship of most groups (see Appendix B, no. 18).
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Table 30 Relationship of individuals in groups0

Relationship Total No* 1 Percent of
of Members Responses Totala

Family 45 80

Friends 17 ' 30

Club 3 5

ae Totals more than 100 percent since there often occurred 
more than one relationship within a group0

From results obtained by surveying in Brushy Basin, it appears that the 

chaparral areas of Arizona and California, like other outdoor areas, 

appeal to small family groups on short outings0

Main Activity of Visitors 

People visit Brushy Basin for a variety of reasons. When . 

queried about their main reason, there developed four main categories 

and six minor categories as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Main activity of each group.

Reasons for Visiting Total No. Percent of
Brushy Basin Responses. Total

Exploring and sight-seeing 16 28
Picnicking ^ 11 20
Camping 10 18
Hiking 10 18
Hunting 3 5
5 Miscellaneous activities 6 11
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The main activities that drew people to Brushy Basin involved 

exploring and sight-seeing, picnicking, camping, and hiking6 Six other 

categories were mentioned by three or fewer groups as their main activ- 

itye These involved hunting, photography, rock collecting, motorcycle 

riding, target shooting, and prospecting. Many of these activities 

seem to reflect the family attraction of a nearby and accessible chap

arral area.

The use-pattern of outdoor areas throughout the United States 

varies greatly, depending on the nature of the area. In a survey of 

visitors to the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area (Merriam 1963, p. 155), 

the main activity was fishing in the summer and hunting in the fall. ■ 

Visitors to the Huron-Manistee National Forests of Michigan were inter

viewed (King 1966, pp. 1-2) to learn that sixty-seven percent of their 

time was spent relaxing in camp. The results shown in Table 4 indicate 

that chaparral areas are as conducive to a variety of activities as any 

outdoor area.

Most of the visitors believed, by their own definition, that 

wilderness does exist in Brushy Basin. It is noteworthy that seventy- 

three percent of the visitors perceived a substantial portion, if not 

all, of the basin as wilderness (see Table 5).

While chaparral lands might not be considered as wilderness by 

some Americans who are familiar with more rugged and mountainous areas,, 

for many of the visitors from central Arizona this area is wilderness. 

This relativity of wilderness perception lends some support to the 

following statement of David Lowenthal (1964, p. 36) that:
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Table 5„ Proportion of area considered wilderness related to main 
activities.

Amount of 
Wilderness

No, of
Responses

Main Activity3'

Hlkl”S Picnicking H u M i ”S
Exploring &. 
Sight-seeing

None 15 (27%) 3 2 3 7
Part 13.(23%) 3 7 5 .

. All 28 (50%) 3 6 9

a0
gories are

Does not total 
omitted o

56 groups since low response interest cate-

Wilderness is not a landscape but rather a composite of 
feelings influenced by different culture exposure' and exper
ience . for many Americans, it (wilderness) is, an entity
distinct from the workaday world, an oasis where laws of na
ture still apply. The way Americans feel about wild nature 
is intimately bound up with this country’s special history.

Results indicated that the few hunters visiting the area agreed 

that it is too accessible to be considered a wilderness. Visitors in

terested in camping and picnicking most often perceived wilderness 

characteristics. Responses for other groups were too varied for any 

generalizations to be made. Wilderness was commonly defined as a 

rough, undeveloped, natural area which is inaccessible to travel other 

than on foot or horseback. It is interesting that wilderness in desert 

areas was commonly thought of in the same manner (see Appendix B, no. 

5).

The twenty-seven percent that felt that there was no wilderness 

in the basin generally believed the area is too accessible (see Appen

dix B, no. 2). This perception could have been, in part, a result of
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the effects of chaparral' conversion which would make the area appear 

more open and accessible,, But with seventy-three percent of the visi

tors feeling that the basin is still substantially a wilderness area, 

it seems that chaparral conversion does not adversely affect the im

pression of a wilderness for many people* One point to consider is 

that perhaps those who felt conversion ruined the area no longer visit 

here*

It is clear that visitors to Brushy Basin believed that wilder

ness areas are important since ninety-six percent of the people inter

viewed stated that it is necessary to have wilderness areas (see 

Appendix B, no* 4)* Many people indicated that wilderness areas are 

necessary as places to get away from the pressures and routine of daily 

living in our competitive society* Typical comments were, "We need 

areas where it is possible to get away from people and pressures," and 

"It is relaxing to be away from civilization and see nature*" This ' 

need was discussed by Marion Clawson (1963, pp* 34-35) t

Contemplating the intense pace and ordered nature of modern 
life * * * many writers have emphasized the need which people 
have for outdoor recreation* In their view, outdoor recreation ' 
provides an emotional release, an opportunity for self-expres
sion, which is all too often lacking elsewhere today* Some at
tribute almost therapeutic powers to outdoor recreation, and 
think that serious social ills will result if it is unavailable*

Overwhelming agreement among those questioned was that these 

areas would also be important for future generations as placed to es

cape the artificial environment of man* The belief was commonly ex

pressed that undeveloped areas are important just to have as natural



landscapes and there was a concern about diminishing wilderness 

throughout the United States0

Visitor Perception of Chaparral Conversion 

Very few visitors were familiar with chaparral conversion ac

tivity 6 Only twenty-one percent realized that the chaparral had been 

purposefully burned and grass planted (see Appendix'B, no* 9). Before 

the visitors were asked if they believed conversion is useful, it was 

necessary to describe this activity0 This was done by reading a state

ment. that 11 chaparral has been removed and grass planted,11 and then 

pointing out the contrast between a converted area and.the natural 

landscape (see Appendix A, no* 9)„

Slightly more than half believed conversion is useful while the 

remainder were either against it or were not sure if it is a useful ac

tivity (see Table 6)e

Table 6e Perception of conversion related to percent informed on 
wilderness management.

Chaparral Conversion 
Useful Activity

Total No. 
Responses

Percent of 
Total

Inf ormed 
Wilderness

on
(%)

Yes No .

Yes 28 56 50 50

Maybe 16 32 56 44

No 6 12 83 17

Total 50a

a0 Does not total 56 since no evaluation was made on first six 
visitors«
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From visitor response to questions asked during the interview, 

an evaluation was made concerning their knowledge of land managemente 

An interview rating" was made at the conclusion of the survey6 It was 

determined that out of fifty-six percent stating conversion is a useful 

activity about half were judged as well informed„ Noteworthy is the 

fact that out of six believing conversion is not useful eighty-three 

percent were judged to be informed on wilderness management0 The data 

points out an interesting progression: as awareness of wilderness

management increases, support of conversion decreases.

Table 7 illustrates that visitors to Brushy Basin were inter

ested in using a chaparral area for a combination'of reasons.

The outdoor recreation activities mentioned by visitors to 

Brushy Basin are similar to the interests of outdoor users throughout 

the nation. Most surveys of outdoor users in America, such as those 

by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission (The Wildland- Re

search Center 1962), Merriam (1963), Burch (1967), King (1966), and 

Cat ton and Hendee (196.8), indicate that hiking, picnicking, camping, 

exploring, photography, hunting, sight-seeing, and wilderness travel 

are all popular.

Some popular activities indicated by surveys in other outdoor 

areas of America were not recorded in Brushy Basin. Such activities as 

fishing, swimming, and boating are not available in the conversion area. 

The wide range of interests and the large percentage of visitors inter

ested in five types of activities are important since it demonstrates 

that chaparral landscapes can be suitable.for many types of recreation.
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Table 70 Activities of interest to visitors and percent believing 
conversion is useful*

Activities of Total No« Percent of Conversion is
Interest Responses Total Useful (7o)

Yes Maybe No

Hiking 42 74 69 21 10

Picnicking 39 69 64 21 15

Camping 35 62 . 63 21 16

Photography 33 58 66 22 12

Exploring and 
sight-seeing 30 53 57 26 17

Hunting 22 39 64 16 20

Wilderness travel3 17 30 64 21 14

Rock collecting 3 5 67 - 33

6 Miscellaneous
. io 17 58 23 19activities

a0 Includes travel by horseback and motorbike*
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The percentage of people supporting conversion research was 

broken doxvn by interest categories (see Table 7). All interest cate

gories had about the same percentage of people believing conversion is 

generally usefulo Percentages ranged from fifty-seven to sixty-nine5 : 

making it impossible to conclude whether chaparral conversion helps or 

hinders any one activityc How conversion affected visitor interest in 

visiting the area was then determined and their reaction tabulated in 

Table 8.

Table 8„ How conversion affected visitor interest in recreation*

How Conversion 
Affected Interest

Total No. 
Responses

Percent of 
Total

Improved . 27 48

Less desirable 8 14

No difference 9 16

Split3 12 22

a* Visitors had diverse opinions*

Almost half of the visitors to Brushy Basin felt that their in

terest in visiting the area was greater because of the conversion activ

ity* However5 the remaining half of the visitors either felt that 

conversion lessened or did not affect their interest in the area. The 

largest single user group was the one interested in sight-seeing as in

dicated in Table 4* These people reacted strongly against the effects 

of conversion* Most felt that the burned branches and stumps ruined
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the scenerye Clearing and more thorough burning of chaparral will "be 

required if sight-seeing and exploring are going to remain popular at

tractions of chaparral arease

. Visitor perception of chaparral conversion was related to their 

frequency of visits (Table 9) and to their mode of transportation 

(Table 10).

A pattern developed which indicated that apparently those 

people who were visiting the area for the first time had a more pro

nounced rejection of conversion effects. It appears that people who 

have visited the area more than once tend to be either more receptive 

or more undecided as to the usefulness of chaparral conversion. The 

willingness to be receptive may be due to the visitors becoming more 

accustomed to a converted landscape,

A pattern also developed when relating mode of transportation 

with perception of chaparral conversion. Table 10 indicates that those 

visitors driving 4-wheel-drive vehicles/ dune buggies, and trucks most 

often favored conversion* Those driving cars were not as receptive and 

the three driving motorcycles voted unanimously against conversion. It 

seems that the people best equipped for traveling in wilderness areas 

generally accepted conversion while the visitor driving a passenger car 

or motorcycle did not accept conversion activity as readily.

Comparing the visitor’s mode of transportation with his percep

tion of outdoor areas is an interesting topic and worthy of further 

study.
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Table 9. Frequency of visits related to acceptance of chaparral 
conversion.

No. of Visits 
Per Year

Total No. 
Responses

Percent of 
Total

Conversion 
Useful (7

is
D

Yes Maybe No

First visit 10 18 50 10 40

1-2 11 20 64 36

3-5 15 27 60 . 40 -

6-10 7 12 57 29 14

11 or more 13 23 62' 14 24

Table 10. Mode of transportation related to perception of chaparral
conversion.as useful.

Kind of Vehicle Total No. 
Responses

Conversion is Useful 
(7.)

Yes Maybe No

Car 19 47 32 21

Motorcycle 3 - 100

Truck " 19 68 26 6

4-Wheel drive 19 73 21 6

Dune buggy 3 100 - -

a. This totals more than 56 since there often was more than
one vehicle in a group.
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Of the people visiting Brushy Basin, sixty-eight percent were 

aware of chaparral-type vegetation and about the same number believed 

that chaparral does serve some useful purpose (see Appendix B, no. 7). 

It was generally accepted that chaparral is helpful for such reasons as

erosion control, wildlife forage and cover, water yield, and as a

natural landscapec Although many people expressed some doubts about 

conversion, most believed that the activity might prove to be worth the 

expense and effort (see Appendix B, no. 10).

About half of the people interviewed in Brushy Basin were aware

of basic, wilderness characteristics and management problemse This 

evaluation was based on the ability of visitors to discuss land manage

ment policy when answering survey questions. However, it is noteworthy 

that most were interested in wilderness management, the protection of 

undeveloped outdoor areas, and in learning more about the activity of 

chaparral conversion.



CHAPTER IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chaparral vegetation in Arizona and California covers over 

seventeen million acres. These areas are mostly ignored and used only 

inefficiently for grazing and water conservation. Management policy 

concerns mainly fire-suppression work to prevent fire damage to struc

tures and to maintain a cover for erosion control.

Chaparral conversion activity can greatly influence four land 

management factors in chaparral areas: water yield, grazing, fire-

suppression, and recreation. The conversion process affects each of 

these factors differently, depending principally on the type of terrain 

and subsurface geology. Two other considerations involved in planning 

conversion are expense and ecology.

The cost for converting chaparral under different conditions 

can be determined. Measuring expected benefits is more difficult and 

requires careful study to insure results that will warrant the expense. 

Not all areas lend themselves to conversion because of unfavorable ter

rain, remoteness, and other physiographic features.

Before any environmental alteration begins, the ecology of that 

region should be considered. Elimination of a plant species or retain

ing inadequate brush cover can adversely affect wildlife habitat. More 

subtle factors such as water drainage, chemical poisoning through herb

icide treatments, and edaphic alteration by burning are a few of the

38 '
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factors which can adversely affect an ecosystem and must be considerede 

The Brushy Basin and Three Bar watersheds are experimental 

areas in the Tonto National Forest of Arizonae Research is being con

ducted in these areas on chaparral conversion techniques and the re

sults which can be expected under varying conditions0 Here, chaparral 

has been removed from topographically different areas and different 

forms of treatment have been applied•

Preliminary results over a ten-year period on plots within the 

Three Bar Watershed indicate that water yield can be significantly in

creased in a chaparral area, the amount depending on conditions and 

treatmento Significantly, streams in both watersheds began flowing 

continuously for the first time® This is important, not only in terms 

of water yield but also for recreation^and grazing. Increases'of one- 

half to two inches have been measured in converted plots. It has been 

found that erosion on these converted plots is increased for a few 

years immediately following removal of chaparral but quickly returns to 

pre-conversion levels.

Most chaparral species have little or no forage value and only 

a few shrubs are valuable for browse. Land covered with chaparral is 

usually capable of supporting perennial grass which can be efficiently 

grazed. Grazing allotments have been increased in Brushy Basin as 

grass cover has become established. It appears likely that increases 

of up to one head per acre can usually be obtained on bottom lands*

This can often justify the expense of conversion*
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Another procedure for utilization of the natural bio-mass has 

been suggested by DrG P* Martin (discussed by Dr0 Martin, Professor 

of Geochronology, at The University of Arizona during December, 1968). 

Without having to modify existing chaparral, it may be possible to im

port exotic browsers which can survive on chaparral0 While exotic 

browsers may not be able to completely or efficiently utilize chaparral 

bio-mass, they might be able to make better use of chaparral which is 

not suitable for conversione This could greatly increase hunting in

terest in chaparral areas located near Phoenix and particularly the 

heavily populated portions of Southern California,

Fire-suppression and control is much easier and economical oh 

converted lands« Conversion greatly reduces wildfire potential by 

lowering the amount and density of potential fuel* It is estimated 

that fire-suppression on lands similar to those which have been con

verted is two-thirds lower than on natural chaparral landscapes*

Effects of conversion on recreation in chaparral areas has been 

the least studied facet of management by the U, Se Forest Service.

Survey results obtained from questioning visitors in Brushy Basin made 

possible an analysis of how people perceive the effects of conversion 

and how this affects their interest in using the land. A significant 

fact learned was that conversion does not appear to alter the perception 

of wilderness which most visitors have while in chaparral areas. Over 

one-half of the visitors felt that a chaparral area can retain its 

wilderness identity following conversion.
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Even though results did not show chaparral conversion affecting 

any one activity greatly, comments made by visitors indicated that con

version can improve a chaparral area for recreational activities* By 

making the area more open and accessible with good grass cover on the 

more moderate slopes, it would be more attractive for one-day trips 

and overnight camping* Possibly a good way to make camping area more 

attractive is to improve facilities and camp sites*

The opinions of visitors toward the effect of conversion on 

hunting were quite mixed0 Some believed that improved accessibility 

and better spotting conditions would make hunting better while others 

stated that the decrease in brush cover would not provide adequate 

cover or browse and would drive wildlife from the area.

During the years immediately following conversion, burned 

stumps and branches of some chaparral species (mainly shrub live oak) 

were unsightly. Questionnaire response indicated many visitors dis

liked seeing burned branches (see Figure 9), This was the most common 

complaint about conversion. It would be advisable, before starting 

any conversion work, to plan the removal, or more thorough burning, of 

woody chaparral species. This could prove very helpful in improving 

visitor response to conversion.

Only a small percentage of those interviewed were familiar with 

chaparral conversion. Even though most felt that work with conversion 

should be continued, they questioned whether the results obtained from 

extensive conversion work would be worth the expense. Possibly a pro

gram to inform people about the goals and results of conversion
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Figure 9. Partially burned branches in Brushy Basin
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would lead to a better acceptance of the modification of chaparral 

lands6

Field survey results indicate that leaving areas of chaparral 

while clearing the more usable bottom lands appears to be the optimum 

pattern for achieving highest recreational potential on chaparral 

landso Fortunately? this fits nicely with experimental results ob

tained from converted areasc It is economically prohibitive to remove 

all chaparral and it is unwarranted on steep slopes„ This pattern 

means that the bottom lands will be more accessible while ravines and 

steeper slopes retain a cover of chaparral0 This benefits not only 

recreation^ but also wildlife, aesthetics, and conversion (see Figure 

10).
Retaining patches of chaparral can also be important for the 

ecology of a chaparral area. In some regions, converting chaparral to 

a predominant grass cover is in essence returning the area to a more 

natural state since the area was originally grass covered. The over- 

grazing and mismanagement of grasslands frequently enabled chaparral 

to increase its extent by invasion. By increasing the grass cover 

while retaining some area of chaparral, a more natural balance may re

sult which is closer to the original ecosystem.

For the inhabitants of central Arizona and Southern California, 

it is possible that little used chaparral lands offer areas which, 

through conversion work, can be of much greater economic value and 

usefulness. By developing a greater attraction for outdoor recreation 

on.such lands, this,one method may help to alleviate the misuse and
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Figure 10. Bottom lands cleared of chaparral
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overcrowding occurring on the more popular and established recreation 

lands. In this way, chaparral conversion can provide additional 

wilderness land to meet the demands for more outdoor recreation space.



APPENDIX A

RECREATION SURVEY AT CONVERTED AREA - VISITOR QUESTIONNAIRE

Hello, I am Steve Smith, a geography student at The University 
of Arizonae As part of a research project, I am interviewing people 
visiting this portion of the Tonto National Forest0 I wonder if you 
would be kind enough to help me by answering a few questions?

I0 First, I have a background question and then I would like to ask 
you some specific questions about the Tonto National Forest0

lo Is this your first visit to the Tonto National Forest?
Yes _____ No ______
If no, is this the first visit to Brushy Basin?
Yes _____ No  __ _
When did you first visit this forest? ' _____________ '
How frequently have you made visits each year?
1-2 3-5 - 6-10    11 or more ____ _

II. Recently there has been much discussion in this country about 
wilderness areas and their conservation.

2. Do you believe any portion of this basin can be considered as 
wilderness?

Most   Part • None  ___
If most or less than half, which area(s)

If none, is there any reason why not?

3. What would you consider a wilderness to be? Could you define 
it?

4o . Some people say we should preserve, wilderness areas. Some 
people say it is not important. What do you think? Yes __ 
No  ____ Maybe ______
Why? __    .

5. Could a desert area be considered a wilderness? 
Yes - No _____ Maybe . Why? (probe)

46
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6o Could you please tell me your main activity while in this
area? .     ,
I am going,to read a list of recreational activities which 
might be carried on here. Could you tell me which you are 
likely to participate in while here? Camping , Picnick
ing _____ Wilderness travel _____ Hiking _____  Sight
seeing _ _ _  Hunting _____ Photography _____ Other(s) __

IIIo Now$ I would like to ask you some questions directly related to 
work being conducted in this area.

7* Are you familiar with chaparral-type vegetation?
Yes . No _____
If no5 indicate what chaparral is.

8. Do you believe that chaparral vegetation is useful?
Yes - No _____ Maybe
If yes or maybe9 can you think of anything for which it is 
useful?
Animal cover ____ _ Natural cover  Watershed ___________
Vegetation type ______ Remoteness _____ Scenery _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Erosion control Other(s)    .   '

9o Are you familiar with chaparral conversion?
Yes • No _____
If no, indicate chaparral area and converted area. Explain 
that chaparral has been removed and grass planted,
What are the most' important effects?
Removing brush _____ Increased accessibility '
Flowing water _____ Improved landscape ' . Grazing _____ 
Animal life  Other(s)

ID, Some people say chaparral conversion is a useful activity 
while others say that it is note How do you feel about it? 
Yes  No . Maybe _____  Why?_______________

11, How do you think the Forest Service should manage chaparral 
areas?
Leave in natural state _ _ _ _ _  Selective clearing _ _ _ _ _  
Same as now Other

12o Could you please tell me how chaparral conversion work affects 
your interest in the recreational activities, which interest 
you?
Camping ____________  Hiking    ,
Picnicking • Hunting ,
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Wilderness travel . Scenery
• Other (s-)

13e If you were managing .the Tonto National Forest, would you 
make any changes ?
If yes, what? ,   ,
If no, why not? _____    -_____________ _____

IVo I have two personal questions which I would appreciate your answer
ing 0 This will help me in analyzing the results of my question
naire*

14o What was the last grade completed by you?
(a) Some high school - (b) High school ___ _
(c) Some college ______ (d) College _ _ _ _
(e) Some graduate work ' (f) Advanced degree ____

15 * What is your income category?
(a) Less than $3,000   (b) 3,000-5,000 _____
(c) 5,000-8,000 ________   (d) 8,000-12,000 ______  (e) More _

V o  To be filled in following interview. Date 
16, Number of people in group?

1-2 _____  3-5  ____  6-10 _ _ _ _  11 and more

17 o Relationship to each other?
Family ______  Club _ _ _ _  Friends ; Other _ _ _

18, Number of individuals in each of the following age categories?
1-6  ____ 7-12  ____ 13-18 19-29 30-59
60 and older _____

19o Mode of transportation
Car  ____  Truck  4-wd _____ Motorcycle _____
Trailbike _ _ _  Camper _____ Other ,

20o Individual was aware of wilderness management? 
Yes No



APPENDIX B

VISITOR QUESTIONNAIRE DATA - BRUSHY BASIN .

Io Background Information

lo Is this your first visit to the Tonto National Forest?
Yes 10 No 46

If no, is this the first visit to Brushy Basin?
' Yes 14 No 32

When did you first visit this forest? ’ *
Most people first visited a wilderness portion of the forest 
within the past ten yearse

How frequently have, you made visits each year?
1-2 11 3-5 15 / 6-10 7 11 or more 13

IIo Perception of Wilderness

2o Is any portion of Brushy Basin wilderness?
Most 28 Part 13 None 15

Why? Factors cited most often were accessibility, ruggedness, 
and number of people0

3 o Defining wilderness*

Most frequently mentioned characteristics were inaccessibility 
of undeveloped area with few people0

4o Important to preserve wilderness areas?
Yes 54 No 1 Maybe 1

Almost unanimously the responses indicated.the need of having 
wilderness areas where people can get away from the routine and 
pressures of daily life0 Most expressed a concern that con
tinued development and exploitation of wilderness areas might 
soon create an inadequate amount of outdoor area*

5* Can a desert area be considered as wilderness?
Yes 24 No 16 Maybe 16
Why? Generally, the same factors mentioned in defining a 

wilderness area were applied to desert areas*

49
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6© Main activities in Brushy Basin0
Picnicking 11 Sight-seeing 16 Camping 10 
Hiking 10 Hunting 3 Miscellaneous 6

Activities of interest to visitorse 
Camping 35 Picnicking 39 Hunting 22 
Hiking 42 Exploring 30 Sight-seeing 19 
Photography 33 Rock collecting 3
Wilderness travel 17 Miscellaneous 10 (2 or less)

IIIe Questions Concerning Chaparral

7o Familiar with chaparral?
Yes 38 No 18

80 Is chaparral useful?
Yes 40 No 7 Maybe. 9 .

.9o Familiar with chaparral conversion?
Yes 13 No 43

Important effects? Comments usually pertained to increased 
accessibility5 improved grazing, and easier to see and enjoy 
area,

10e Is chaparral conversion a useful activity?
Yes 35 No 6 Maybe 15

Why? Impression is that this activity might increase useful
ness of chaparral areas.* Most people were interested in what 
goals of conversion are and what results have been achieved 
so far*

lie .How should Forest Service manage chaparral?
Leave in natural state 12 Same as now 33 
Do not know 11

12* How does conversion affect your interest in this area? 
Improves 27 Less desirable 8 
No difference 9 Split 12

13* Would you make any changes in Tonto National Forest?
Yes 38 No 2:6

Why? Most reasons for changes involved, improving camping and 
picnicking facilities, roads and trails, and better direc
tional signs*
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IV, Two Personal Questions

14o Last grade completed?
- _ Some high school 8 Completed high school 18

Some college 14 Completed college 6
Some graduate work 2 Advanced degree 3

1
15e Income category?

Less than $3,000 5 3,000-5,000 8 5,000-8,000 _18
8,000-12,000 4 More than 12,000 3

Vo Questions.Answered Following Interview

16e Number of people in group?
1-2 14 3-5 27 6-10 13 11 or more 2

217.o Relationship to each other?
Family 45 Club 3 Friends 17

18e Number of individuals in each age category?
1-6 27 7-12 30 13-18 33 19-29 42
30-59 . 91 60 and older 13

19o Mode of transportation?
Car 19 Truck 19 4-wheel drive 19
Motorcycle 3 Dune buggy 3

320o Individual informed on wilderness?
Yes 28 No 22

VI o Accumu 1 a tion of Informa tIon

Date February to May 1969

Number of people interviewed? 56

Total number of people in groups? 236

le Question not presented toxeveryone interviewed*

20 Totals more than 56 since there was often more than one 
relationship within each group»

30 Does not total 56 since not all visitors were evaluated*
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